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ORANGE SIGNS ARE GOING UP IN TALLAHASSEE
Expanding Reach in the Gulf Coast

Tallahassee, FL: Beck Partners announced expansion plans in Tallahassee to further the reach along the
Gulf Coast. The team of fearless professionals are focused on streamlined processes and serving clients
in a larger capacity.
“It’s imperative that we continue to add resources for our clients to better serve them. The team’s
knowledge, expertise and forward thinking mindset will bring a fresh outlook on the Tallahassee
landscape with a broader, regional presence,” states Justin Beck, CEO of Beck Partners.
Senior Associate, John Fifer in Tallahassee has been promoted to Vice President. With over 15 years of
experience, John has exhibited Beck Partners’ culture with every transaction, engagement and
opportunity. His corporate client experience allows him to service large retail, office and medical office
accounts easily and effectively. He excels in co-brokerage arrangements with the national brokers not
present in this market place that allows clients to take advantage of a local expert with regional
knowledge.
“Beck Partners is focused on growth in Tallahassee by offering a streamlined approach in a larger
capacity. We see the need in Tallahassee for a holistic, fresh approach to reach the goals of our clients
and team members,” states John Fifer, Vice President of Beck Partners Tallahassee.
With a very strong outlook on Tallahassee’s development, there is a need to grow a presence that will
allow business owners of the area to utilize the unique structure of Beck Partners multiple service lines.
Benefits of partnering with Beck Partners:
- An integrated approach to your most costly business needs.
- Connected team of experts in multiple capacities to identify key opportunities.
- Ability to represent clients in a fair and just capacity without any conflict of interest.
- State of the art technology for most effective communication internally and externally.
- Dedicated Sales Director to ensure the team is consistently growing stronger and receiving
comprehensive mentorship.
The full-time Sales Director focuses on coaching, mentoring and training their team of professionals. He
is a guiding force in bringing in talented individuals with the right skillset and right attitude to grow their
advantageous sales team. Team members receive extensive guidance to reach their goals through a
personalized, innovative process that is followed by all.
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About Beck Partners: The only firm offering Real Estate, Property Management, and Insurance services
in the Gulf Coast that is passionately engaged in our clients’ businesses and ours. Our unique
combination of integrated services allows our team to collaborate openly, share ideas and provide
critical solutions with speed and efficiency.
Connect and protect: it’s what we do. Beck Partners creates innovative partnerships that bring awesome
people together to forge successful futures. We do this by recruiting and developing the best people,
securing our clients’ best interests and investing in our communities.
Beck Property Company, an innovative commercial real estate firm founded in 1981, merged with
McGraw Insurance, a proven property and casualty insurance agency since 1979, to create Beck Partners
in 2014. Our forward-thinking firm has deep roots in the community and was built on a firm foundation
of strong principles. For more information visit www.TeamBeck.com.
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